to know is to grow

In the beginning... there was a handful of freshly-harvested seeds from a friend.
Mister ReSeeds wanted to plant some immediately, so he chose the green and
undersized seeds. Not many of those will sprout, and some will sprout weakly, but
some will sprout quickly. The better seeds might take a month to sprout when freshly
harvested--they'll sprout much faster after a few months in storage.
Mr. ReSeeds planted in a mix of cheap potting soil mixed with enough perlite so it
will drain quickly. He purchased the perlite in a four-cubic foot bag because it was
much cheaper that way. Some of Mr. ReSeeds soil came from his friend, who had lots
of pots of used soil because he bought new soil frequently. Mr. ReSeeds cleaned most
of the roots and stems out of the used potting soil and mixed in a little perlite (which
should be pre-moistened to keep the dust down). Mr. ReSeeds put a leaky bucket
under a tree he liked. He then filled it nearly full of the cleaned soil mixed with premoisted perlite. He added the rinse water from his dishwashing into the bucket of soil,
and then added more water every few hours until that which leaked out was nearly
clear. After he let it drain and dry a little, he put the slightly damp used potting soil in
black plastic bags which he left sealed in the sun for two days, then stored in the
shade. When he needed more potting soil, Mr. ReSeeds would open the 'solarized'
bags of soil a few hours before he would work with the dirt.
Mr. ReSeeds' put his sprouting seeds on a sunny windowsill. Mr. ReSeeds thinks
plants adapt easily to a steady concentration of nutrients, so he fertilized weakly but
frequently, using water-soluble fertilizer diluted about one eighth to one fourth the
recommended strength for weekly waterings. He used this every time he watered,
adding less fertilizer on hot days when the plants are thirstiest. His seedlings grew
rapidly, filling the windowsill.
Since there was too much darkness (both metaphorically and/or literally) and/or the
local climate was too harsh to grow seedlings outdoors, Mr. ReSeeds made a cheap
LED light fixture. He took a couple pictures of it, added text, and sent it to his friend,
even though his friend could afford much better LEDs.

Mr. ReSeeds wrote:
This is a used home-made LED light panel (20 by 30 inches).

This panel is constructed on foam board, but anything non-conductive would do. This
panel is lightweight and easy to raise/lower, and uses 1500 cool-white LEDs named
'3528.' When these are run at 12 V with moderate ventilation, the LEDs will not burn
the plants unless they touch. There are better LED strips available--seek those called
'bright white' or 'cool white' or with color temps higher than 3000K. [Cool white worked
the best for Mr. ReSeeds--he tried warm white, and red and blue LEDs on the same
panel, and adding red or blue lights to cool-white LED panels.]
The LEDs come in 5 meter rolls that have 300 LEDs per roll. (search terms: flexible
LED strip 12V). The LEDs are on a reasonably good tape that can be stuck anywhere
dry and clean. I slightly prefer to use twice as many of these rather than use the 'double
density' strips (which have 600 LEDs per 5 meter roll) since both heat and light are
more evenly distributed. These LEDs require a 12 volt power supply, and this panel
with 1500 LEDs draws about 165 watts (including the power supply) at twelve volts.

However, if run above 12 V, the panel use more electricity and run hotter (shortening
the usable 'lifetime' of the LEDs), but it will be considerably brighter. At room temp, this
foam board panel slowly warped when running at 13 volts. If the LED tape becomes
warm enough, parts of it will unstick (as in pic), probably due to the tape's adhesive
becoming warm combined with thermal expansion. This doesn't usually interfere with
using the LED panel unless it breaks a solder joint, so a little glue at solder joints and
at the ends is recommended. Rapidly-growing plants require raising the panel at least
daily.

A detail of LED wiring--every other LED strip is upside-down so one wire can be split
and contact two strips at once. The wire was scrounged from an outdoor light set which
'capitalism' ensures will be cheaper than buying rolls of wire from a retail store. I did
not line up all the holes in the foam board, as that would make a weak place. It is
possible to do all the soldering at the ends of the strips, especially if your soldering
pencil has a smaller tip than mine. I recommend adding at least one fan to a panel like
this one (40 or 60 mM 12-volt fans usually used to cool computers are excellent). The
fan(s) should blow air between the tops of the plants and the LEDs.
The popsicle stick is one of four that provide a secure anchoring place for one end of
a light-blue string. The wires in the back are covered by additional foam board.
___
His friend liked the panel very much, and made a panel with both warm-white and
cool-white LEDs that he stuck on the bottom of a cabinet. The mix of LEDs made the
light a good color for household use.

When Mr. ReSeeds seedlings had a couple sets of real leaves, he set the timer for
twelve hours of lights on, and twelve hours of uninterrupted darkness. He wanted to
make the seedlings flower, and causing that might take three weeks or a month of
twelve hours of uninterrupted darkness every night. Since seedlings can grow like a
weed during that time, this ensures Mr. ReSeeds' plants won't get too tall for his closet
and/or attic.
When his seedlings flowered, Mr. ReSeeds let them bloom until he was absolutely
sure of the plant's gender. Since he was sure his friend gave him good seeds, the 'best'
females (whatever he meant by best--earliest bloom, vigor, etc.) were put under a
grow-light panel for at least 18 hours of light per day, plus a small amount of highnigtrogen fertilizer. These not-flowering-very-long plants responded within two weeks
by growing new leaves instead of flowers. One plant had been flowering for a month
before Mr. ReSeeds decided to rejuvenate it, and it took two months more before the
plant began growing rapidly again.
Mr. ReSeeds thought he could take cuttings from his rapidly growing rejuvenated
plants--they looked healthy enough to quickly outgrow the damage. However, he had
given his plants too much fertilizer and all the new growth was thick, juicy, and not very
strong. He found that cuttings from these plants would not root. Using clean water, he
leached the potting soil and dumped the leach-water on any outdoor plants that liked
fertilizer. Since he really wanted cuttings, he took some anyway and let them 'rest' in
0.5% glucose in water for two days under moderate light (even tho he's not sure the
glucose is necessary), then he pots them up as if they were freshly-taken cuttings.
Mr. Reseeds is clumsy--he dropped a box of cuttings. Mr. ReSeeds tells his friend
about his troubles, and his friend gave him a fistful of cuttings that came from the lower
branches of plants growing indoors. Many of these weak cuttings will not root, but
perlite/vermiculite and plastic cups are cheap, and Mr. ReSeeds is willing to tolerate
the losses.
A picture of one of his 'greenhouses' is on the next page...

Mr. ReSeeds can no longer grow those violets. He was using old potting soil and
dirty flowerpots.

What to do when you hear "You've got that clone? I wish I had it too," and they don't
live near you.

Mr. ReSeeds did some research, and he decided to make new 'greenhouses,'
purchase vermiculite (even though he wanted the more expensive rockwool cubes),
and cut notches in dozens of new small plastic cups. Then he sprinkled a little water in
his bags of perlite and vermiculite, and filled the cups with a mix of the two. He poured
a tiny amount of rooting hormone in a small jar for dipping his cuttings into--he knows
better than to put any remaining hormone back into the original bottle, as that is an
easy way to spread plant diseases. Then Mr. ReSeeds trims leafy shoot-tips that have
two mostly-expanded leaves. He cuts them a centimeter below the last leaf. He dips
the cut base into water, trims off the last leaf, trims the leaf above that by half, and puts
the prepared shoot in a large plastic cup half-filled with clean water. After there's a few
cuttings in the cup, he fills it up and lets the cuttings soak in room-temperature water for
an hour.
After he drains the cup, he dips the bases of the cuttings in the rooting hormone, and
pots them up, making sure the perlite/vermiculite is packed down enough to prevent
the base of the cutting from moving even if the top part bounces around a bit. He seals
the greenhouse using bindery clips to hold the plastic on. Mr. ReSeeds reluctantly
learned that three ounce plastic cups will tip over easily when filled to the brim, so he
uses larger cups for larger cuttings. Mr. ReSeeds thinks the cuttings will try to bloom if
they get twelve hours of darkness, so he keeps the cuttings lighted nearly all the time.
He learned that too much light stressed the cuttings, as did too much water, but his
worst problem was that his greenhouses would get too warm inside. When this
happened, the cuttings might not show symptoms for a day or two, which made
tracking down the problem difficult. When a few of his cuttings finally rooted (it took
three weeks), he discovered that they needed time to adapt to the drier air. He solved
this problem by putting all the rooted cuttings in another greenhouse and progressively
unsealing it--but during the winter, when his house was artifically heated, the air was
so dry it took his cuttings a week to adapt.
When Mr. ReSeeds finally got cuttings, he sprayed them with his favorite pestdiscourager, then put them in a separate growing area for smaller plants. This area
was going to be pest free, said he. And by occasional spraying with potassium salts of
certain fatty acids (a mix of K(C-16) and K(C-18), S----'- Soap), it was so. It was harder
to keep the larger plants bug-free, but only a little effort prevented the bugs from
becoming a problem. If he must spray, he sprays again with water and/or rinses his
freshly-harvested plants with room-temp water, but Mr. ReSeeds isn't too worried about
it. He uses few chems, and he prefers to make pgoo* with his plants.
*pgoo is horrible vile-tasting stuff that no human being would eat by accident, yet Mr. ReSeeds
makes this often and freezes it in ice-cube sized chunks. He uses some when he cooks--and
sometimes, if his stomach is empty, he'll put a pgoo cube in a hot liquid, which he will drink
quickly as soon as the pgoo addition melts and mixes. Then he'll look for something else to drink
and sometimes an anti-acid after that. Mr. ReSeed's friend thinks this is crazy, especially when
Mr. ReSeeds admitted the taste of pgoo made him throw up once when he was already sick. His

friend prefers

When it's time for flowers, the plants get twelve hours of light and twelve hours of
uninterrupted darkness. Mr. ReSeeds knows how tall his plants will be right before
harvest because plants grown from cuttings will start flowering quickly, so he adds a
week's worth of growth plus a bit more--the plants will 'stretch' a little (depending on
genetics and local environment).
They bloom beautifully--but so does the local ditchweed. Mr. ReSeeds sprays the
flowering buds of his plants with a solution of potassium salts of fatty acids every day
or two. "When unwanted males are around, a good spray of this will turn white hairs
brown," says Mr. ReSeeds.
The weather turns rainy and cold. Mr. ReSeeds cuts the best buds off of his plants
and dries them so they can't possibly mold. His friend says that small fans and a little
heat will keep mold off of his indoor plants, but since Mr. ReSeeds is growing in the
attic and/or basement and/or shed, this is impractical. Sure enough, mold happens. Mr.
ReSeeds harvests the plants and makes a particularly bad-tasting pgoo out of the nonmoldy parts.
The next batch of plants flower well. Ditchweed season is past, and the air stays dry,
and the lights are bright and reliable. Mr. ReSeeds learns to harvest healthy plants
when most of the large leaves have yellowed/fallen off and new flowers form slowly or
stop forming--after about six to eight weeks of 12 hr nights, depending on temperature.
Harvested plants should quickly be taken out of the grow area--these plants are most
likely to have undetected pest populations that could be spread to un-infested plants.
To dry the plants, Mr. ReSeeds hangs branches upside down and trims off most of the
leaves--any leaf with a long petiole/stem/stalk is trimmed off. The rest (small leaves,
buds and stems) are left hanging to dry someplace with at least moderate ventilation. If
the weather is wet, Mr. ReSeeds cuts the buds off the stems for fan-drying on precleaned window screens.
Mr. ReSeeds soon has two plants that are his favorite source for cuttings. He decides
to try to cross them, even though they are both females. Flowering female plants tend
to produce a few male flowers if they do not succeed in seed-setting, but most good
varieties are slow to do this and the weakened plants are slow to mature seed. This
slowness means getting viable seed is much easier if these male flowers borne of
desperation pollenate other plants that have not been flowering as long. Rumor has it
that a flowering female will produce a few male flowers if its 'nighttime' is interrupted by
light every once in awhile--but Mr. ReSeeds couldn't get this to work. He had to wait
months to get pollen--so he decided to use chemicals.
He mixed 0.35 grams of silver nitrate in 500 mLs of water in a sealable glass
container. Then he mixed 1.3 grams of anhydrous sodium thiosulfate in 500 mLs of

water in another sealable container. He stores both containers in the dark--they will
keep for a couple of months at room temp. The same day that Mr. ReSeeds decides to
put a vegetative plant into a (12 hr day/12 hr night) light regime, he mixes 50 mLs of the
silver nitrate solution with 50 mLs of the sodium thiosulfate solution in a small mist-type
sprayer, then adds a drop of plant-safe soap. He loosely twists a small piece of wire on
a small lower branch of the plant destined to flower, then sprays that branch. He does
this on the mornings of several days running--until he runs out of solution. Mr.
ReSeeds thinks that one spray would have worked because accidentally spraying
other parts of the plant has caused additional male flowers to form, but his friend tells
him that some plants are much more resistant to this treatment. Since Mr. ReSeeds
was lucky, these flowers will produce pollen, and the pollen makes 'feminized' seeds
when used to fertilize his favorite female.
Mr. ReSeeds has many seeds now, and the world becomes slightly greener. Will you
help?
***

The story of the rate-limiting step: Mz. Medical Mara has some plant extract. She
vaporizes this extract and inhales the fumes, then she exhales into a deflated plastic
bag. Much of the vaporized extract is in the plastic bag because her lungs are the ratelimiting step--the slowest part of a chain of events, the one step that determines how
fast a chain of events can happen.
Inhaling pressurized air is bad for you. Don't do it.
***
It is not that humankind domesticated cannabis; it is cannabis that ensnared a bigbrained mammal into perpetuating various canna-genetic sub-species. Wild cannabis
grows here and there, just as it has always done; but humans have spread its
descendant-seeds world-wide. Humans have sieved the canna-genetic code for
specific traits, but all of the selectable traits were cannabis traits (so far). Humanity has
been canna-altered; perhaps as much as domesticated cannabis, but unaltered wild
cannabis still grows. A handful of seeds from potted cannabis plants bred for sticky
flowers still contain the genetic ability to live outdoors and eventually go wild again-despite the intense genetic pressure that humans have imposed. At present, the fates
of cannabis and humanity are woven together; we can only hope that any humans who
might manipulate cannabis DNA are motivated to do so for reasons other than
paychecks and profits. Whatever happens, those who swear by cannabis will never
swear at the great weed; such a plant is a gift that is humanly possible to use
humanely. Let us speak of Cannibis sativa without slinging slobber; the insanity does
not come from a beautiful green passenger on Spaceship Earth, but only from a few
noisy human$.
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